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1. INTRODUCTION

Loviisa NPS is a two-unit PWR which has been in use since 1977 (LO1) and 1981 (LO2). It
is the first nuclear power station in Finland and its design is a combination of Western and
Eastern technologies. The reactor and turbogenerators are of Soviet design (WER-440) '
whereas the I & C and plant protection systems are of Western design (Siemens/KWU).
Many components and systems are also from Finnish suppliers, e.g. primary coolant pumps,
main transformers, most computer systems etc.

The plant has operated succesfully and achieved high load.factors, short outages and low
releases. This paper describes how Loviisa NPS has utilized computers in many ways to the
operation, maintenance, technical support and other functions at the plant.

2. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The computer systems at Loviisa NPS have been developed, utilized and evolved throughout
the commercial history of the plant. The first systems were taken into use during the plant
commissioning. Thereafter, new systems applications have been taken into use every year so
that most functions at the plant are supported by computers. The main computer systems have
been upgraded or replaced so that the resulting second-generation system can fully benefit
fom the accumalated user experience and the potential of rapidly evolving computer
technology.

The evolution of the computer system can be divided into the following phases:

I Plant cnfinniMinning (1975-80)
Process computers were introduced (LO1 in 75-77 and LO2 in 78-80) and the training
simulator taken into use in 1980. Also a computer based spectroscopy system was
acquired and laboratory data processing applications developed thereafter. Other
applications were run on off-site computers.

II Maintenance systems develop (1981-84)
The first maintenance support system was developed in 1981-84 and a separate
component supervision/vibration monitoring system introduced in 1982. Off-site
systems were used increasingly for outage planning, material management,
administrative functions etc.
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III Second generation systems takf-ftver (1985-90)
The plant-wide information system was developed in 85-89. This system integrates in
one on-site environment the maintenance support application* with outage planning,
material management, personnel data and administrative functions. The second
generation of process computers were introduced in 86-90. The old process computers
were replaced and the application enhanced considerably. Also the training simulator
computers were replaced in 86-88 to increase processing capacity and preserve
compatibility with the new process computers. In 1990, the vibration monitoring system
was replaced by a modern version of the earlier system. During this time also the first
PC-applications were developed and the use of off-site systems dropped sharply as
most applications were moved to on-site computeis.

IV Workstations client/server systems and PCs proliferate (199T—>)
New laboratory information system was acquired in 91-92. The second generation
systems are fully utilized and developed or upgraded as needed. Workstations and PCs
arc increasingly used in many areas, mostly integrated with the main computers.

3. KEY FEATURES OF THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Common key features of the systems at Loviisa NFS may be characterized as follows:

— I Itilixation of in—house know—how
The Loviisa NPS staff has been deeply involved in the specification of systems. IVO
Engineering or its subsidiaries are often involved in or responsible for the system
implementation.

Evolution of system generations
Most of the systems are now in their second generation. The current systems are based
on the accumalated experience from the earlier systems in real plant use.

— System architecture to support evolution
The current systems are based on distributed, modular local area network architecture
which facilitates easy, partial upgrades or developments in the future. The software tools
are intended to support convenient application development and enhance software
quality.

i — Coherent g>flIKfard fyrdware and software
: • The key elements (hardware, system software, network) in different systems are similar
?• where feasible. They are based on industry-standard or widely used technology or they
•:: use standard interfaces.
f:
';• In the following, each main system is summarized:

| 3.1 Process computer systems

jr The applications cover all control room monitoring functions:
\ - data acquisition of 9000 inputs
f - alarms and events in several categories with alarm logic
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trend and history files for all variables from 20 min to one year
various full-graphic colous display types
reports and on-line data storage
performance calculations of the BOP and main components
reactor calculations (2D, 3D, margins)
critical functions monitoring

New developments under test are e.g.
early fault detection (HP-heaters, feedwater flow)
leakage detection
fatigue monitoring with crack growth prediction
reactivity forecasting
cumulative history for the plant life-time
data transmission to/from other dedicated measurement and diagnostic systems

The system is built upon an Ethernet LAN and the software is distributed on several
computers. The man/machine interface is based on full-graphic colour CRTs, workstations
and PC's. High-level software tools are used to decrease development effort and increase
quality /I/.

? After three years operation, the systems have fullfilled all the main requirements set to them:
,' - availability due to faults better than 99,95 %
:•' - new applications, inputs or output devices can be added easily.

I The usefulness of the system has been proved in many cases e.g. when component,
measurement or control system faults or leakages have been detected in trends, calculations
or alarms.

3.2 Plant information system

The applications have been built in several phases and they cover e.g.:
personnel data (dose and access control)
plant component and location data
work planning including tagging/isolation
preventive maintenance
maintenance history with data collection for PSA
scheduled tests
materials management (spares, materials, tools, orders, invoices)
outage planning and management

This system extends itself to every room and onto every desk at the power plant. Therefore, it
is used also as a platform for electronic post.
This system provides accurate, real-time data to the whole staff on maintenance and many
other activities and it is rn essential tool for successful operation, maintenance and outages
(sce/2/).



3.3 Training simulator

The full-scale, plant-specific on-site simulator contains:
a full copy of the main control room (LO1)
a replica of the process computer system
a simulation computer and instruction system

The unique plant/control room combination can be presented satisfactorily only by own
tailor-made simulator. Besides the initial and retraining of licenced operators, various other
tasks are also performed e.g. demonstrations, tests and validations of plant procedures, plant
modifications and new computer applications. On-line connection to the plant process
computer facilitates the use of plant data in training /3A A separate engineering simulator
(APROS) is also available for design and analysis evaluations.

3.4 Vibration monitoring

This system monitors the main components (PCP's, turbogenerators, control rods) by 200
measurements. Values are scanned and processed to detect anomalies in the vibration signal
levels, spectra and orbit characterises.

The hardware is based on two networked computers, measurement system and specialized
software. The system has proved its usefulness several times e.g. when preventing component
faults and ensuring realistic schedules for overhauls /4/. Besides the on-line system, a PC-
based portable system monitors many smaller components.

3.5 Laboratory computer systems

The plant laboratory for radiochemistry acquired the first computer-based
gammaspectroscopy system (ND6700) in the late 70's. On this system a set of laboratory data
processing applications were developed. To enhance the piocessing capacity and incorporate
new functions, this system was replaced by
- a new spectroscopy computer system (ND9900) in 1990 and

a new laboratory information management system (LIMS) in 1991-92.

These are closely integrated in a client/server confiquration and include all major laboratory
data processing functions like:

planning of analysis programs
- - processing and storing of the data

initiate actions upon abnormal data
if - was te and release inventory
>; - statistics and QA
f - reports and graphical output
I - data transmission to/from process computer system.
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3.6 PC- and workstation applications

Workstation and PC technology has been exploited increasingly during the last years. Some
of the applications are tailor-made or off-the-self packages to support a specific task like:

data collection, reporting and storage for the scheduled tests of DC batteries
preparation of training material and record of staff training activities
planning, recording and expert advisory system for plant piping and component
inspections
radiation monitoring for the environment.

Some others are closely integrated to the main computer networks like:

workstations to create and combine graphics into outage schedules
client/server network to facilitate presentation of process computer displays and data in
the office environment
word processing and office automation on PC's and PC-network.
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